Biofriendly Green Plus® Liquid Combustion Catalyst order to ISO 14001, 18001, 26001, 50001
Supplier’s Registry Nr. of Green Plus Formula for Strictest Fuel Standard by Eco Label:
RegistryRegistry
No.
Costumer’s
Nr. of Green Plus Formula for Strictest Fuel Standard by Eco Label:
in the ENERGY TRANSITION FUEL WORLD PROGRAM 2020-2030

........./2022
…………………

We/I order Green Plus® concentrates to ………………………………………………… litres of fuel treatment in:
1 litre
1: 1 000
treatable litre of fuel
1.000
x ……………………………………..… (bottle)
1 litre
1: 4 000
treatable litre of fuel:
4.000
x
…………………………………..… (bottle)
1 litre
1: 5 000
treatable litre of fuel:
5.000
x
………………………………..…… (bottle)
1 litre
1: 10 000 treatable litre of fuel: 10 000
x
…………………………………..… (bottle)
1 litre
1: 20 000 treatable litre of fuel: 20 000
x
……………………………..……… (bottle)
1 litre
1: 50 000 treatable litre of fuel: 50 000
x
…………………………………….. (bottle)
1 litre
1: 100 000 treatable litre of fuel: 100 000
x
…………………………..………… (bottle)
205 litres 1: 20 000 treatable litre of fuel 4 100 000
x
…………………………………….. (barrel)
Date: …………………………………………………………………TOTAL PIECES: ………………………………..…………………….
Your contracted discount category: ………………………………………………………………………………………………..….
HUF transfer to Bíró Péter
BIC CODE:
MAVOHUHB
BANK:
SBERBANK Magyarország Zrt
IBAN: HU31 1410 0653 - 2202 1149 - 0100 0002
Bank address: Hungary, post code:H-7100 city: Szekszárd, street: Arany János u. 4.
After your transfer – we received the amount of the ordered product - we arrange the delivery to
destination (your distribution place or to your address). The order means the received money into our
bank. Delay time depends on your customs office and pandemic situation.

Delivery time is in 2 weeks from order in minimum order case with delivery cost, but in urgent case
we supply in 48 hours with extra as delivery cost. In bigger quantity order case, you have to send the
order before 30 days if you are user and 90 days if you are distributor. If it is first order for trial, do
not forget the cm3 of engine = treated litre of fuel quantity by Catalyst. Minimum order is 1 box (15
bottles) 1:1 000 concentrate Green Plus® for 15 000 litres of fuel treatment in price € 0,11 + VAT
/enhanced litre of fuel by Green Plus® = €1650 + VAT for big engine. Sample: 1 litre 1:1000
concentrate Green Plus® price is € 110 + VAT usable to 1000 litre/kg fuels. You can collect from more
kind of concentrates in one package, depends on your decision/mechanism of supplied fuel/tank
fillings, important, it will be comfortable and followable. Please fill out these:
We have to treat litre/kg fuel with Green Plus® per day / month / year: ...…………/…………… /………………
Least size of engine/boiler (chamber/cylinder litre or cm3): …………….…….……………………………..……….……
Biggest size of engine/boiler (chamber/cylinder litre or cm3): ………….……………………………….…………….…..
Contact person address/phone/mobile: ……………………………………………………………………………..…………….…
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Delivery address to (GPS/address/city/country): …………………………………………………………………………………
Next expected order date and treated fuel quantity: ……………………………………….………………………………….
Company’s name: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........
TAX ID data of Company: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........
Address of Company: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Stamp/signature: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
We use your data under GDPR for your service, base on your order only. If you would like to delete your data
from our secured system, please send request onto rendeles ( at) greenplusfuel.com address and we do it.
Thank you for your decarbonization and energy efficient energy transition cooperation and responsibility in the
sustainable development, in the health care and in the climate protection in Zero Emission Program. If you ask,
we send Green Certificate about our cooperation for tenders.
Green Plus® Catalyst recommended and certified solution in 2020-2030 ENERGY TRANSITION FUEL WORLD PROGRAM of
United Nations by Teaching and Research Institutes for Leaders of International Authorities and for Leaders of Governments
as ECO LABELLED FUEL TECHNOLOGY and Energy Transition Fuel Solution with extra BIO BOOSTER certificate by UN.
Strictest qualification and guarantee and 1st ECO Label for fossil fuels in the world. Certified & Completed SDGs by UN as
well:

You can United Nations and Eco label logos and advantages if the using of the Green Plus Fuel technology you can prove, be
followed the each treatment, be paid the showed invoice and needed valid contract with us.
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